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In recent years, terahertz (THz) imaging has attracted much attention because of 
its ability to obtain physical and chemical information in a label-free, noninvasive 
and nonionizing manner. However, the low spatial resolution of traditional THz 
imaging systems and the weak dielectric response of biological samples hinder the 
application of this technology in the biomedical field. In this paper, we report a new 
THz near-field imaging method for a single bacteria, through the coupling effect of 
nanoscale radius of probe and platinum gold substrate, which greatly enhances THz 
near-field signal of biological samples. A THz super-resolution image of bacteria 
has been successfully obtained by strictly controlling the relevant test parameters 
such as tip parameters and driving amplitude. By analyzing and processing the THz 
spectral image, the morphology and inner structure of bacteria have been observed. 
The method has been used to detect and identify Escherichia coli represented by 
Gram-negative bacteria and Staphylococcus aureus represented by Gram-positive 
bacteria. This application provides a new label-free, noninvasive and nonionizing 
testing protocol for the detection of single bacteria.
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1. Introduction

Humans are exposed to bacterial pathogens all the time, which are present not only in 
infected patients, but also in soil, water, wildlife, domestic animals, and food. With the increase 
of bacterial infection and drug resistance developed over time of the most infectious diseases 
caused by pathogenic bacteria, we are facing a major public health problem in the world. It is 
reported that more than 2.8 million people die from bacterial infections every year (Karbelkar 
and Furst, 2020). A complete and detailed description of the structure and morphology of 
different bacterial pathogens plays an important role in many biomedical studies related to the 
diagnosis and treatment of bacterial infections. The determination of bacterial morphology and 
spectral information can provide structural and biochemical characteristics of the bacteria, 
which can be used to distinguish pathogenic from harmless symbiotic bacteria. However, due 
to resolution limitations, individual bacteria cannot be  studied in detail using traditional 
microscopy techniques (Lucidi et  al., 2014). For example, the lateral resolution that can 
be achieved by using conventional microscopy techniques based on laser excitation is limited 
by the phenomenon of light diffraction, reaching only half the wavelength of the excitation light 
(Gahlmann and Moerner, 2014). Therefore, higher resolution is needed to describe the basic 
structure of bacteria at the subcellular level. Optical nanotechnology based on superresolved 
fluorescence overcomes the diffraction barrier and can provide typical resolution of 30–100 nm 
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(Rust et al., 2006). However, their lack of chemical sensitivity and 
reliance on tailor-made fluorescent probes limit their wide 
applicability. For biological samples, the contrast agents used in 
fluorescence technology can seriously affect the morphology, 
metabolism and movement of organisms, and may lead to cytotoxicity 
and phototoxicity (Cosentino et  al., 2019). These limitations and 
concerns have spurred interest in actively developing label-free optical 
imaging technologies.

Terahertz (THz) radiation refers to the frequency band of 0.1–10 
THz in the electromagnetic spectrum, corresponding to the wavelength 
of 3 mm–30 μm (Zhang et al., 2018). Due to the high sensitivity of THz 
spectral imaging technology to biomacromolecule, for example, proteins 
and nucleic acids exhibit unique vibration, rotation and conformational 
responses to THz radiation (Mittleman, 2018). Therefore, rich physical 
and chemical information inside biological samples can be provided in 
a label-free, non-invasive and non-ionizing manner (Chen et al., 2020; 
Zhou et al., 2021). At present, significant progress has been made in 
imaging biological samples using THz imaging technology (Wan et al., 
2020; Chen et al., 2021; Ke et al., 2021). For example, THz imaging has 
successfully distinguished burnt skin tissue from normal skin tissue, and 
cancerous brain tissue from normal brain tissue (Bowman et al., 2017; 
Geng et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2019). Furthermore, the dehydration state of 
a single plant cell (~100 μm) was monitored and characterized by the 
THz near-field imaging technology based on the microstructure photo-
conductive antenna (PCA; Li et al., 2020, 2022). Unfortunately, due to 
the inherent structural limitations of the PCA antenna micro-probes, it 
is difficult to further improve the resolution to the sub-micron or even 
nanometer level for the detection of a single organelle (~1 μm). At 
present, THz scattering-type scanning near-field optical microscope 
(THz s-SNOM) has the highest resolution in the field of THz imaging 
and is most likely to achieve a fine description of bacteria without 
damage. THz s-SNOM is an innovative ultra-high resolution optical 
microscope and spectral system based on atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) technology. The THz s-SNOM system relies on light scattering 
from metallized probes of nanoscale AFM to achieve near-field optical 
imaging and spectroscopy at subwavelength spatial resolution, 
independent of the wavelength of light. This method has been widely 
used to characterize nanoscale semiconductor devices (Yao et al., 2019), 
and free carrier concentration (Huber et al., 2008). A recent report has 
also shown that a single protein (~10 nm) can be  imaged using a 
graphene-based THz imaging technique based on the scattering 
principle of nano-metal tips (Yang et al., 2021). Therefore, there is great 
potential to study single bacteria using the THz s-SNOM system.

This paper develops a new method for studying single bacteria 
using THz s-SNOM. Through the coupling effect of nanoscale radius 
of platinum probe and gold base, greatly enhanced THz near-field 
signal of biological samples, combined with the image processing 
method to remove the background noise and performing 
segmentation to obtain the subject target, has successfully 
demonstrated the morphological structure of individual bacteria.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Sample preparation

The bacterial strains used in this study were Gram-negative 
Escherichia coli (E. coli, DH5α) and Gram-positive Staphylococcus aureus 

(S. aureus, ATCC 29213), both were from China Industrial Microbial 
Species Conservation Management Center. First, the strains were 
inoculated on LB medium (10 g/L tryptone, 5 g/L yeast extract and 
10 g/L NaCl mixture), incubated overnight at 37°C for 12 h with constant 
temperature shaking, reached the growth stability stage, centrifuged at 
8000 rpm for 15 min, and separated precipitates. The sediment was 
washed 3 times with 10 mmol/L, pH = 7.4 phosphoric acid buffer 
solution, and then re-suspended in PBS. A small amount of bacterial 
suspension was removed and diluted with ultra-pure water with a 
resistivity of 18.2 MΩ/cm for multiple times, then dropped onto the 
quartz sheet covered with nano-metal film using a 15 μl pipette, a drop 
of liquid is about 15 μl. Let stand for 24 h in a drying cabinet for complete 
drying, and then placed in the sample rack inside the system and fixed.

2.2. Experimental setup

The setup of the THz s-SNOM system produced by Neaspec is 
shown schematically in Figure 1. Ultrafast pulses produced by the 
femtosecond laser with a central wavelength of 1,550 nm are incident 
onto the photoconductive antenna (PCA) to excite the THz pulses. The 
input THz pulse is directed through a beam splitter and a reflector, and 
then focused onto the Pt probe by a special parabolic mirror which can 
support dual-beam operation. In order to maximize the focus of the 
invisible THz light on the tip of the needle, a set of guide light is 
introduced for collimation and beam steering. In this way, the local 
THz electric field can be significantly enhanced at the tip apex due to 
the lighting-rod effect and the dipole electric field enhancement effect 
(Raschke and Lienau, 2003; Keilmann and Hillenbrand, 2004). In order 
to enhance the THz near-field signal compared to background signal, 
the probe is controlled by an atomic force microscope (AFM) to 
interact with the sample in intermittent contact (tapping) mode. The 
scattering THz near-field signal is modulated by the probe oscillating 
at frequency Ω and collected by the parabolic mirror. Further, it is 
collimated and transmitted to the PCA detector by the interference 
detection scheme using a Michelson interferometer. The THz near-
field amplitude and phase signal corresponding to the dielectric 
properties of the investigated sample can be acquired by using a lock-in 
amplifier at nΩ (n = 1, 2, 3…) for signal demodulation. In the process 
of imaging, the sample is scanned by the probe controlled by the AFM, 
and the near-field signals of each spatial point are obtained, which can 
be  used for THz image reconstruction. In addition, the surface 
topography of the sample can be obtained simultaneously.

Due to the weak dielectric response of biological samples, the 
generated THz scattering near-field signals are weak. Our team have 
done a series of simulations to explore the enhancement effect of the 
dielectric effect of the substrate on the electric field at the tip. The 
simulation results show that for materials with obvious dielectric 
response, such as metals, the electric field at the tip will have a very 
large magnification, while when the substrate is semiconductor or 
other non-metallic materials with insignificant dielectric response, the 
electric field enhancement will be greatly reduced. The simulation 
pointed to the advantage of the very obvious difference between metal 
and nonmetal response to improve the contrast of the sample and 
substrate. In this way, we  put the biological sample on the metal 
substrate made by micro-nano processing technology, resulting in 
obvious contrast between the two parts and improving the ability of 
sample recognition and image quality. The specific research content 
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can be referred in Wang et al. (2020) and Dai et al. (2021). In this 
paper, vacuum electron beam evaporation coating was used to 
manufacture the gold-plated quartz slides as substrate. First, a 20 nm 
thick chromium film was plated on a 1 mm thick quartz sheet with a 
diameter of 5 cm, and then a 200 nm thick gold film was plated on the 
chromium film. In addition, the related parameters of the probe, such 
as material, length and curvature radius, also affect the strength of the 
THz scattering near-field signal. Based on the previous simulation and 
experimental results, a platinum probe with an ultra-long axis 
(~300 μm), tip curvature radius of about 50 nm, controlled by an AFM 
system, and vertical oscillation frequency of 25.1 kHz was selected.

2.3. Image processing

Since the THz near-field image is easily affected by noise, artifacts 
or inappropriate acquisition conditions, it is difficult to accurately 
obtain clear target samples. In this work, digital restoration methods 
are employed to process the original THz near-field amplitude and 
phase image.

2.3.1. Dual-core gaussian filtering
In this paper, a dual kernel Gaussian filter is proposed to denoise 

the original image. Considering the two dimensional information of 
image pixel value range and spatial location, the dual-core Gaussian 
filter is designed, which can effectively improve the image signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) and solve the problem of image blur. The basic idea 
is to measure the similarity in pixel range and their spatial locations at 
the same time in the process of image denoising (Sugimoto and 
Kamata, 2015). Pixels with close spatial distance and small difference 
in pixel value are given larger weight, while pixels with far spatial 
distance and large difference in pixel value are given smaller weight. Its 
intuitionistic effect is reflected in the low contribution degree of pixels 
with longer spatial distance and larger pixel difference, which is 

conducive to the suppression of noise interference. The pixels with close 
spatial distance and small difference in pixel value contribute more, 
which is conducive to preserving image details, ultimately improving 
image SNR, reducing blur effect, and improving image quality.

The specific process is as follows: two pixels I (x1, y1) and I (x2, y2) 
in the original image are measured for similarity in value range and 
space by the Gaussian kernel function, and the formula is as follows:
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where g x y,( ) is the value range similarity measure, f x y,( ) is the 
spatial similarity measure, σ 1 represents the Gaussian distribution 
variance of pixel value level similarity, σ 2 represents the Gaussian 
distribution variance of distance measure. The coefficients 
representing the range and spatial similarity measure are multiplied 
and used to estimate the pixel weight coefficient, namely.

( ) ( ) ( )., , ,=w x y g x y f x y    (3)

Then the original image I (x, y) after dual-core Gaussian 
filtering is:
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The key parameters to realize dual-core Gaussian filtering are the 
selection of sigmaColor and sigmaSpace. The values of sigma are 
larger, the edge detail information is more fuzzy. But the values should 
not be too small, otherwise there are no filtering effect. On balance, 
we tested a good range between 180 and 200.

FIGURE 1

Schematic illustration of the THz s-SNOM setup and its use for single bacteria imaging.
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FIGURE 3

THz near-field imaging of E. coli: (A–D) amplitude image; (E–H) phase image.

2.3.2. Grabcut segmentation based on SLIC
In this paper, simple linear iterative clustering is used to preprocess 

the image, and the adjacent pixels with similar color are divided into 
a block, which is called a super pixel. Then Grabcut algorithm is used 
to process the super pixel image, which greatly improves the efficiency 
of the algorithm. Simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC) algorithm 
can dynamically adjust the appropriate parameter values according to 
the texture complexity of different regions of the image, which is 
conducive to reduce the impact of the difference of super pixel shape 
on the segmentation effect in subsequent processing (He et al., 2022). 
Then the GmbCut algorithm is used to segment the image on the 
foreground/background area of the super pixel map. Gaussian mixture 
model (GMM) is mainly used for iterative image processing. Each 
iteration is based on the GMM parameters generated by the 
segmentation results of the previous iteration to reconstruct the graph 
model and calculate the segmentation process.

3. Results and discussion

Figure  2 is the result of AFM imaging of single E. coli and 
S. aureus, where Figures 2A,C are topographic maps, which clearly 

show the morphological information of single bacterium. Figures 2B,D 
are amplitude images, which describe the surface topography of the 
bacteria. A rod form of the bacterium can be  clearly observed in 
Figures 2A,B, it is bluntly rounded at both ends and has flagella at the 
tail, which is clear that E. coli has been detected. The single E. coli is 
about 1.7 μm long and 0.5 μm wide. Meanwhile, it becomes higher 
from the edge to the middle, and the highest point is about 280 nm. 
Figures 2C,D depict a spherical bacterium, which is approximately 
1.8 μm in diameter and 300 nm at its highest. It is clearly S. aureus. The 
results in this paper are in good agreement with the previous results 
of bacterial morphology of E. coli and S. aureus, and the specific 
results can be  referred to the book (Ghalem, 2015) and reference 
(Klainer and Perkins, 1970).

Figures 3, 4 describe the two different bacteria by using THz near-
field imaging, where (A–D) and (E–H) are THz amplitude and phase 
images at different harmonic demodulation (from 2 Ω to 5 Ω), 
respectively. Refer to Figure 2, THz near-field amplitude and phase 
imaging of the bacterium are consistent with topographic maps, and 
both can accurately describe the shape and size of the individual 
bacterium. From the results shown in Figures 3, 4, a clear regional 
division between the biological samples and the substrate can be easily 
identified based on the THz near field images. It is generally believed 

FIGURE 2

AFM images of single bacterium: (A) topographic map of Escherichia coli; (B) amplitude image of E. coli; (C) topographic map of Staphylococcus 
aureus; (D) amplitude image of S. aureus.
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that the resolution of s-SNOM is closely related to the harmonic 
frequency of signal extraction (Mastel et al., 2018; Dai et al., 2019). To 
test the detailed resolution of biological samples at different 
harmonics, we select a line on the amplitude image that crosses the 
boundary between the sample and the substrate (the black line in 
Figure 4A) to derive the resolution, along which signal values are 
obtained as a function of position. These are shown in Figure 5, for the 
harmonics demodulation frequencies from 2 Ω to 5 Ω. In Figure 5, 
according to the 10–90% rule, the spatial resolution of the near-field 
image demodulated at the fifth harmonic of the tip modulation 
frequency is obtained: corresponding to 2 Ω to 5 Ω, the resolution is 
0.63 μm, 0.49 μm, 0.24 μm and 0.11 μm, respectively. Our experimental 
results are consistent with reported findings previously, that is, the 
resolution of higher harmonics is better than that of lower harmonics 
(Fikri et al., 2004). On the other hand, as the order increases, the 
demodulated phase image showing the outline of the bacteria becomes 
clearer, which can be seen in Figures 3E–H, 4E–H. In our example, the 
resolution obtained at 5 Ω is the best of all harmonics. Obviously, if 
we  need to obtain sample information at the highest possible 
resolution, the demodulation signal at 5 Ω would be a good choice. In 
addition, we found that the intensity of the near-field signal decreased 
sharply as the demodulation frequency increased from 2 Ω to 3 Ω, 
which can be attributed to the high frequency attenuation suffered by 
the demodulation signal during the lock-in process (Wurtz et al., 
1999; Mastel et al., 2018). Except for the almost invisible differences, 
all four amplitude images have good qualities and describe 
morphology of bacteria clearly, which also indicates that signal 
strength alone does not always make better image quality, and the 
intensity contrast between biological samples and substrate is also a 
key factor in evaluating the quality of near-field signals (Dai 
et al., 2021).

In this study, we have demonstrated that THz spectral images can 
describe the morphology of bacteria as well as the AFM images. More 
importantly, THz waves can penetrate into the bacteria, and 
demonstrate the distribution of substances inside the bacteria 
according to the differences in the spatial variation of composition 

and dielectric properties interior of the bacteria. The THz spectral 
images of bacterial morphology have been denoised and segmented 
by the image processing method presented in Section 3.1, as shown 
in Figure 6. In addition to the morphology of bacteria, the internal 
structure of bacteria can also be observed. In particular, pseudonuclei 
made up of loosely coiled circular DNA molecules can be observed 
in E. coli (Figure 6A), and the structure of E. coli can be referred to 
the literature (Verma et al., 2019). By counting the number of pixels 
in the bacterial regions, the calculated areas of E. coli and S. aureus 
were about 0.747 μm2 and 1.296 μm2, respectively. As shown in 
Figure 6C, the THz near-field signals on bacterial bodies at different 
positions have been extracted from the THz spectra image in 

FIGURE 4

THz near-field imaging of S. aureus: (A–D) amplitude image; (E–H) phase image.

FIGURE 5

Spatial resolution of THz near-field imaging of the bacterium E. coli. 
Near-field signal amplitude variation along the black line shown in 
Figure 4A, for various harmonic orders of signal demodulation. 
Spatial resolution is estimated based on the spatial spread of the 
point where the signal is 90% of its maximum to the point where the 
signal is 10% of its maximum.
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Figures  6A,B. The near-field signals of E. coli and S. aureus are 
obviously different. The near field signals of E. coli are more stable, 
while that of S. aureus fluctuate with increasing frequency. The two 
types of bacteria can also be easily identified by differences in their 
THz spectral information.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, an advanced THz super-resolution imaging method 
is proposed. Specifically, the THz near-field signal is enhanced by the 
coupling effect between the probe and the gold film substrate, and the 
THz spectral image of a single bacterium is successfully obtained by 
using the THz s-SNOM system. Further, combining with image 
processing method to remove background noise and obtain biological 
image segmentation, we were able to clearly show the internal nucleoid 
structure of E. coli. The method presented in this paper has been 
applied to the monomer identification of E. coli and S. aureus. Super-
resolution of THz morphological imaging and THz spectral 
differences can be  used to distinguish the two monomers easily. 
Hence, this method paves a new avenue for the label-free study of 
individual bacteria.
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